Summative Assessment

As it’s important to reduce the pressure and evidence what students have learned, FrogPlay and finishing assessment approaches provide a simple, yet effective way of evaluating student understanding in a well-structured environment.

- **FrogPlay** provides the class teacher with powerful tools to deliver high-quality summative assessments such as oral and written data collection.
- The covered learning objectives under *FrogPlay* allow summative assessment to be concentrated on a specific theme such as an individual project, class and a school year.
- Using *FrogPlay* you can progress or reviewing tasks, assign homework, and set challenges in the form of summative and formative assessments for students to complete and to guide their own activities.
- *FrogPlay* provides a comprehensive framework for summative and formative assessments. It aims to measure student learning and provide useful data to help students achieve their learning goals.

Would you like to engage students and enrich homework tasks?

Then you should see *FrogPlay* in action! Book a demonstration with a frog expert to discover how you can reduce teacher workload and engage your students.

**GET IN TOUCH**

share@frogeducation.com

help@frogeducation.com

+44 (0)1622 250 800

---

"My son mastered the maths online and was challenged himself to do harder questions. Combining this with plagiarism made it exciting!"

- Siwahli Mwamini Mwende
  - Waibridge Primary
FrogPlay
Engaging pupils outside the classroom

Reduce teacher workload - choose from over 30,000 curriculum mapped activities to engage pupils.

Across comprehensive question level analysis on student's usage and subject attainment.

Apply gap analysis to identify weaknesses and provide opportunities for effective feedback.

Quickly create or take back-up quizzes using a variety of different question types.

Include video content to support learning in Maths and English KS2-4.

Encourage students with reward based gamification in an engaging and competitive environment.

Save teacher time and deliver a truly unique learning experience using over 300,000 curriculum mapped activities to engage pupils.

HOURS PLAYED BY TEACHERS: 8

HOURS SAVED BY TEACHERS: 5.5

Engage Learners and Extend Learning

Engage a range of students to support learning. FrogPlay boasts a diverse games based approach, powered to encourage independent learning in motivating environment.

300,000+ Pre-built resources to reduce workload

FrogPlay encourages pupils to extend beyond core curriculum learning. Students can work at their own pace and in their own way.

Flip the classroom to focus learning

It's easy to implement flipped learning and reverse the traditional learning process with FrogPlay. You can create a personalized learning path for each student.

Inspire pupils through gamified learning

FrogPlay encourages pupils to learn beyond the classroom. The powerful quiz engine automatically rewards high performers and encourages others with low scores.

Gamification Rewards

Get students involved and competing against or working in teams independently, playing for reward based gamification.

8.6% Average result improvement

13.5% Improvement in results

Powerful reports, powerful insights

With deep insights into all aspects of FrogPlay, teachers can easily identify those that are outperforming and those that require help.

Dive into our resources and book a demo online. flogeducation.com/play